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Monday: Weaving a Mat

1. A 6 inch cardboard square

2. Strong thread or thin rope or wool: 1.5 meters

3. Fabric strips of mutliple colours or cords or wool: 1 ball of wool or 2 meters of fabric strips

4.  A comb

5. A pencil, an eraser, a scale and a pair of scissors

6.6. Two bags full of love and warmth 
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Tuesday - Wednesday: Naga Chief

Tuesday

1. One full page of newspaper - finely shredded and soaked in water for 12 - 24 hours

2. One medium size bowl full of wheat flour (atta) kneaded well to make a slightly hard                              
dough

3. Tooth-pick or any small thin stick

4. 4. Water

5. A big bowl or plate for kneading

6. Scale

7. Fevicol or Any strong glue

8. A towel or a wash cloth - for cleaning hands when needed

9. A big smile on your face and a twinkle in your eyes

   Wednesday

1. Dried doll from the previous day1. Dried doll from the previous day’s work

2. Colors - poster colors / acrylic colors

3. Paint brush, palette, water in a bowl

4. Small colourful piece of cloth - the size of asmall handkerchief

5. 8 inches of thin strip of fabric or ribbon or a thin rope

6. Fevicol or Fabric glue

7. Scissors

8.8. A small bunch of threads / wool to make tiny tyassels earring 

9. A towel or a wash cloth - for cleaning hands when needed

10. Two bottles full of playfulness
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Thursday: Mizo Headgear

1. Any coloured or white chart paper or art paper from drawing books: 12 by 16 inches

2. Poster color OR pencil colors OR crayons - red, yellow and green mainly

3. Wool – 1 small ball of wool: red or green are preferable but any colour that is 
available is okay. If you don’t have wool, you can keep thin strips of paper handy (red 
or green are preferable but any colour is okay)

4. Ready made paper straws or home made paper pipes /straws with diameter of4. Ready made paper straws or home made paper pipes /straws with diameter of
approx 1cm – 5-7 pieces

5. Fevicol/ Any strong glue

6. A pair of scissors

7. Scale, pencil and eraser

8. Paint brush, palette/plate and a bowl of water if using paints

9. A big smile on your face and some music in your heart
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Friday: Box of Secrets

1. Cardboard box - any old delivery box or shoe box can be used for this.
To make sure it’s clean and usable for painting, please cover it neatly with white paper 
or any plain and light color paper of your choice before the workshop.

2. Paints are ideal – Poster / acrylic paints. If you don’t have paints, you can use 
crayons.

3. Paint brush, palette/plate and bowl of water if using paints3. Paint brush, palette/plate and bowl of water if using paints

4. Pencil, eraser and scale

5. A towel or wash cloth or tissues

6. A dash of fun and a dollop of cheer
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